We show that if 5 is a locally compact abelian continuous-inverse semigroup whose idempotent semigroup E satisfies a certain technical condition on its prime ideals, then the maximal subgroups of the character semigroup 5* of 5 are obtained as inverse limits of the duals of the maximal subgroups of 5. It is shown that the technical conditions on E are satisfied in each of the following cases: E is compact, E is totally disconnected, or £ is a chain. We then obtain necessary and sufficient conditions in order that a given inverse system of compact groups indexed by a totally disconnected semilattice E admit a compatible compact semigroup topology on their disjoint union.
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Abstract.
We show that if 5 is a locally compact abelian continuous-inverse semigroup whose idempotent semigroup E satisfies a certain technical condition on its prime ideals, then the maximal subgroups of the character semigroup 5* of 5 are obtained as inverse limits of the duals of the maximal subgroups of 5. It is shown that the technical conditions on E are satisfied in each of the following cases: E is compact, E is totally disconnected, or £ is a chain. We then obtain necessary and sufficient conditions in order that a given inverse system of compact groups indexed by a totally disconnected semilattice E admit a compatible compact semigroup topology on their disjoint union.
It is the intent of this paper to present a result relating to the structure of the character semigroup of certain locally compact abelian inverse semigroups. A function x defined on a (Hausdorff) topological semigroup 5 is called a character of 5 iff x is a bounded continuous homomorphism from 5 into the multiplicative semigroup C of complex numbers. We also require that if 5 has an identity 1, then x(l)^0.
Thus the function which is constantly zero on 5 is a character iff S does not have an identity. Note that S actually has its values in the unit disc and in case S is an inverse semigroup, | x(s) | = 1 or | x(s) | = 0 for each sES. The set of all characters of S is a semigroup under pointwise multiplication of functions. Moreover, if the semigroup consisting of all of the characters of 5 is topologized with the compact-open topology, it becomes a topological semigroup. We denote this topological semigroup of characters of S by S~ and refer to it as the character semigroup of S.
Later in the paper we prove a theorem which determines the maximal subgroups of 5" in terms of the maximal subgroups of 5 for certain locally compact continuous-inverse abelian semigroups. One corollary of that result is the following theorem. Theorem 1. Assume that S is a locally compact abelian continuousinverse semigroup whose maximal idempotent subsemigroup E either is o chain, is compact, or is totally disconnected. If, for each eEE, 77«, is the maximal group of S containing e and X is an idempotent in 5A, then the maximal subgroup of S* containing X is iseomorphic to invlim [{77ê}x(6)^o; {t/4/s«] wher^ iTfe'.Hf -»77e is defined by ir/e(x) (s) = x(sf).
Remark. In the notation of Theorem 1, ¿ denotes the usual partial order defined on a commutative idempotent semigroup E by requiring that/^e iff ef=f. However, in order to consider {TTfe}f<,e as an inverse system of maps it is necessary that the direction on the index set of the inverse system above be the dual partial order of the relation =. With it understood that this is the case, we shall not require an additional notation for the direction on {eEE\X(e) ¿¿0}. We also adhere to the convention that the inverse limit of a void family of groups is the trivial group.
We actually prove a theorem which appears to be stronger than Theorem 1. The hypothesis on E is relaxed by requiring only that E satisfy a condition which shall be referred to as the separation hypothesis. If £ is a topological semilattice, we shall say thatP satisfies the separation hypothesis iff whenever CQE is compact and C(~\P = 0 for some clopen prime ideal P of E, then there exists e£P such that CQU(e) and U(e)(~\P = 0 where U(e) = {gEE\g^e}. The set U(e) will be called the upper set of eEE in E.
We first show that the separation hypothesis is implied by the various possible hypotheses on E in Theorem 1.
Assume that E is a locally compact semilattice with identity. Then any one of the following conditions on E is sufficient in order that E satisfy the separation hypothesis:
(4) Each clopen prime ideal P of E is the intersection of cocyclic clopen prime ideals of E (an ideal I of E is cocyclic iff its complement is the upper set of some eEE).
Proof of Theorem 2. First observe that each clopen prime ideal of a compact semilattice is cocyclic, thus (1) implies (4) . The fact that (1) implies the separation hypothesis will follow from the fact that (4) does.
To see that (2) implies the separation hypothesis, assume that C is a compact subset of a totally disconnected locally compact semi-lattice E and that P is a clopen prime ideal of E such that C(~\P = 0. Since E is locally compact, it is O-dimensional and thus we can cover C with subsets of E which are both compact and open and which do not intersect P. Since C is compact there exists a finite number of such compact and open sets which cover C. It follows that it is no loss of generality to assume C is both compact and open. Now if eEC, then it follows from [2] that there exists a generating idempotent e*EC such that eSïe* (this follows from the fact that generating idempotents are dense from below and C is open). Thus U(e*) is closed and open and CÇZUeec c7(e*). There exists e1, e2, ■ ■ ■ , e" in C such that CÇU?=1 U(e%)QU(g) where g=ex* • e% ■ ■ ■ e\. Although we do not know that g is in C, it is clear that gEP-Thus U(g)C\P -0 and CÇ U(g). The separation hypothesis follows.
We now show that if £ is a chain then the separation hypothesis holds. Recall that a compact partially ordered space always has a minimal element and thus any compact subset of the complement of a clopen prime ideal of a chain has a least element. The separation hypothesis follows immediately.
Finally we prove that the separation hypothesis follows from (4). Assume that CQE is compact and that P is a clopen prime ideal of E such that Ci~~\P = 0. Now there exists a family The theorem follows.
Prior to stating our main theorem we have the following wellknown lemma.
Lemma. If E = E(S) is the subsemigroup of all idempotents of a locally compact inverse semigroup S, then E* is iseomorphic to the subsemigroup E(S~) of all idempotents of 5*.
Our main result is as follows.
Theorem
3. Let S denote a locally compact abelian continuous-inverse semigroup with maximal idempotent subsemigroup E and maximal groups {He}e£E-If E satisfies the separation hypothesis and }\EE(S*), then the maximal subgroup of S^ containing X is iseomorphic to Since (XeK(e)^o is in 77x it is easy to see that x is a homomorphism. We show that x is continuous. Let }y«}aGA denote a net in S with limit yoES. If X(y0)=0 it follows that {x(ya)}ae¿ has limit x(^o) since {s£5|X (5) =0} is open. Thus we assume that yo£77e for some e£P such that X(e)¿¿0.
There is an open set U containing y0 such that U is compact and UQ {s|X(s)?¿0}. The set C = {eEE\Her\U9£0}
can be shown to be a compact subset of E by means of a net argument and by use of the fact that S is a continuousinverse semigroup. Clearly C is disjoint from the clopen prime ideal P= {e£p|X(e)=0J of E. By the separation hypothesis there exists gEP such that gg/ for each /£C. Choose ßEA such that a^ß implies y"EU. Then {yag}a>p is a net in 77" with limit y0g and thus {xo(y*g) }aß has limit Xo^og). It follows that {x(ya)}«sA has limit Corollary.
Assume that S is a locally compact abelian continuousinverse semigroup. If each clopen prime ideal of E(S) is cocyclic, then the maximal subgroup of 5" containing \EE (S") is iseomorphic to 22e(x) where e(X) is the least element of {eG2ï|X(e) p^O}. Thus S= Uxes* 27e(x).
Proof.
Under the hypothesis of the corollary we clearly have Theorem 3, thus for XG2s(S"), the maximal group of X is inv lim[{22e jxcej^o; {^r/e}]-But if e(X) is the least e such that X(e) f^O, then e(X) is the largest element in the direction of the inverse system of groups above (recall the remark following Theorem 1) and thus the inverse limit is iseomorphic to 27e(x). The corollary follows.
Remark. It is now clear that Theorem 1 holds as it is an immediate consequence of Theorems 2 and 3.
We now state a corollary of our results which will be of some use in a subsequent publication.
Its proof follows from Theorem 3 and the results of [l] and [2] .
Let {Se}esB denote a family of compact topological groups indexed by a compact totally disconnected semilattice E with identity. For f^e in E assume that TTfe:Se-^Sf is a continuous homomorphism. Define a semigroup structure on the disjoint union UeeE Se by ab = ^eí,e(a)Tfefj(b) for aESe and bES¡. We seek conditions under which there exists a compact topology on Uees Se which relativizes to the given topology on E and on the various Se and with respect to which UesB Se is a compact semigroup. For each eG2i, let E(e) denote the set of generating idempotents of E which lie in eE (recall that an idempotent / of E is a generating idempotent iff the prime ideal of E determined by/ is clopen). In [2] it was shown that, for each eG22, E(e) is nonvoid and that actually there exists a net in E(e) which converges upward to e. Consider the map We very briefly indicate the proof that if tt is an iseomorphism then U«¡es Se admits a compact topology. Let T denote the disjoint union UxeiJts)' Se(X) where e(X) is the least eEE such that X(e)¿¿0. Define a semigroup structure on P via the naturally induced system of mappings. Now by [l] , PA is a compact topological semigroup (P is discrete).
One can show that P* is algebraically isomorphic to UeSB S«. by showing that the maximal groups of P* are the various Se for eEE. This latter statement is proven via Theorem 1, the iseomorphism E=E* * (see [2] ), and our hypothesis which insures that Se = inv lim {Sf}f£E(e).
All other assertions of Theorem 4 are proven in [2] .
Finally the author wishes to acknowledge the numerous helpful suggestions of the referee. Among these is the improved proof that (4) implies the separation hypothesis of Theorem 2.
